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A two-dimensional hydrodynamic simulation code CAP has been developed in order to investigate
the dynamics of hydrogenic pellet ablation in magnetized plasmas throughout their temporal
evolution. One of the properties of the code is that it treats the solid-to-gas phase change at the pellet
surface without imposing artificial boundary conditions there, as done in previous ablation models.
The simulation includes multispecies atomic processes, mainly molecular dissociation and thermal
ionization in the ablation flow beyond the pellet, with a kinetic heat flux model. It was found that
ionization causes the formation of a quasistationary shock front in the supersonic region of the
ablation flow, followed by a ‘‘second’’ sonic surface farther out. Anisotropic heating, due to the
directionality of the magnetic field, contributes to a nonuniform ablation~recoil! pressure
distribution over the pellet surface. Since the shear stress can exceed the yield strength of the solid
for a sufficiently high heat flux, the solid pellet can be fluidized and flattened into a ‘‘pancake’’ shape
while the pellet is ablating and losing mass. The effect of pellet deformation can shorten the pellet
lifetime almost 33 from that assuming the pellet remains rigid and stationary during ablation.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1769376#

I. INTRODUCTION

Fueling tokamaks by pellet injection has achieved no-
table success in the last two decades.1 Pellet penetration well
inside the separatrix has enabled the plasma to surpass the
empirical density limit,2 which is clearly of importance for
next step devices such as the International Tokamak Experi-
mental Reactor~ITER!.3 Additionally, peaking the density
profile with strong central fueling by pellet injection signifi-
cantly improves the energy confinement time4–6 and in-
creases the fusion power density at fixed^b& and Bt.

7 Con-
ventional gas puffing has also been successful in building up
the plasma density, however in stellarator devices such as the
large helical device,8 the particle source from gas puffing is
strongly localized at the plasma surface. In a large fusion
reactor using tritium rich fuel, gas puffing has to be replaced
by pellet injection simply to avoid high edge recycling and
excessive tritium retention in the plasma facing
components.3

There are many important physics processes in connec-
tion with pellet fueling, not the least in the prediction of the
pellet ablation rate and penetration distance in the plasma.
Pellets ablating in hot plasma are surrounded by a cold,
dense neutral ablation cloud which expands in all directions
near the pellet, and then after the flow ionizes and loses
pressure it becomes constrained to follow the magnetic lines
of force. The inner ‘‘inertially dominated’’ region, where
magnetic forces are negligible, largely controls the ablation
rate: being a few pellet radii thick it provides most of the
shielding of the pellet from the incident plasma electrons,
which supply the heat flux driving ablation. From the quasi-

steady transonic-flow~TF! ablation model9 several exten-
sions and modifications have been made over the years. In
the TF model the actual Maxwellian distribution function of
the incident plasma electrons was approximated by an
equivalent monoenergetic distribution having the same heat
flux and particle density. The model used an equivalent
spherically symmetric, or isotropic, heat source to approxi-
mate the electronic energy deposition. However, the incident
plasma electrons are constrained to follow the straight mag-
netic field lines in tight helices, so that spherical symmetry is
broken. Pellet ablation therefore involves at least a two-
dimensional~2D! geometry, as sketched in Fig. 1~a!, while in
Fig. 1~b! we display the 1D geometry used in the construc-
tion of the isotropic heating approximation. Both the mo-
noenergetic and spherically symmetric approximations were
partially removed by Kuteev,10 who used the actual Max-
wellian distribution for the incident electrons, and attempted
to account for the heating asymmetry imposed by the mag-
netic field. Although the ablation flow itself was forced to be
spherically symmetric, and everywhere sonic~Mach number
51!, the pellet ablation rate was nevertheless in very good
agreement with MacAulay’s 2D numerical simulation of pel-
let ablation, where these geometrical effects were treated.11

Both investigators found that the scaling of the ablation rate
with the plasma parameters and pellet size agreed fairly well
with TF scaling, but the ablation rate was systematically
;23 higher. Note that the TF model is well supported by
experimentally measured pellet lifetimes, but this is partly
the result of a fortuitous cancellation between the two ap-
proximations which tend to act in opposite directions.10,11
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The question is then why do the improved models of Kuteev
and MacAulay have a factor 2 discrepancy with experi-
ments?

One possibility is due to the electrostatic shielding pro-
vided by the negatively charged pellet cloud, which would
effectively reduce the incident electron densityne` and heat
flux (;ne`) by the Boltzmann factore2ef/Te`, whereTe` is
the plasma electron temperature, and the normalized poten-
tial drop12,13 across the cold cloud/hot plasma interface is
ef/Te`51.8– 2. Hence the ‘‘flux-limiter’’f appropriate for
pellet ablation ise21.8 to e22 or 0.135–0.165. The Boltz-
mann correction to the density and heat flux is only relevant
for a Maxwellian distribution for which the normalized en-
ergy distribution function isnot altered by a potential drop.
Since the ablation rate scales withne`

1/3, the ablation rate
would simply be reduced by a factore2ef/3Te`

50.51– 0.55, which could alone explain the factor of;2
discrepancy. Similarly, the pellet surface pressure}ne`

2/3

would be reduced bye22ef/3Te`50.26– 0.30. A direct exten-
sion of the TF model, including incident Maxwellian elec-
trons, the geometrical effect of their heat deposition, and the
above electrostatic correction, predicts for a pellet of radius
r p the mass ablation rate14

G5
1.3631028A2/3r p

4/3ne`
1/3Te`

11/6

@ ln~2Te` /I * !#2/3
g/s,

whereA is the atom mass in amu (A52.014 for deuterium
pellets!, I * 57.5 eV is the mean excitation energy of hydro-
genic atoms,Te` and ne` are the plasma parameters, and
cgs eV units are used. The numerical value of the ablation
constant represents a synthesis of refinements and modifica-

tions contributed by other published papers, and it includes
an order unity multiplier to eliminate the small discrepancy
with the experimental ablation rate inferred from the multi-
machine International Pellet Ablation Database~IPADBASE!
of measured pellet lifetimes.15 Pellet injectors usually pro-
duce cubic or cylindrical pellets. Such pellets are likely to
become nearly spherical early on because passage through
the guide tube and/or ablation in the plasma quickly
smoothes out irregularities such as edges and corners. In
modeling ablation, the usual practice is to use the radius of
an equivalent equal-mass spherical pellet, i.e.,r p

5(3/16)1/3D is used in the case of a right circular cylinder
pellet with lengthL equal to diameterD. This adjusted defi-
nition of r p is understood for the pellet data archived in
IPADBASE. To convert fromG to dN/dt (atoms/s) one can
usedN/dt5NAG/A, whereNA is Avogadro’s number.

A definitive identification of other important effects on
the ablation rate is still incomplete. For example, all of the
above models have assumed that the pellet remains rigid and
nearly spherical during ablation. Deviations from this as-
sumption can arise because the heat flux and the areal abla-
tion rate are larger on pellet surface elements normal to the
magnetic field lines than those that are tangential. As pointed
out by Kuteev,16 the pellet would become progressively more
oblate or ‘‘lentil’’ shaped. The heat flux asymmetry also im-
parts a nonuniform ablation recoil pressure at the pellet sur-
face ~rocket effect!. Under high heat flux conditions, this
pressure variation can exert a shear stress on the pellet which
is larger than the yield strength. The solid pellet will then be
fluidized and flattened on the surfaces facing the heat flux.14

To gain a fuller understanding of these two-dimensional
effects, we developed a time-dependent code CAP in order to
rigorously treat the dynamical coupling between interior pel-
let motions and the exterior ablation flow. The 2D axisym-
metric geometry of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!.
The CAP code uses an Eulerian approach based on the cubic-
interpolated pseudoparticle~CIP! method.17,18 The CIP nu-
merical scheme has two important features. One is that it is
designed to accurately resolve fine-scale temperature and
density structure near the interface between two disparate
regions, for example, a shock surface. The other is that it can
treat the nebulous boundary layer where the solid undergoes
transformation to a gas and the pellet surface recedes. In that
sense, the CIP method is particularly suitable for the study of
pellet ablation involving the interaction between a compress-
ible phase~abated material! and an incompressible phase~the
cold pellet!. This numerical scheme can simultaneously treat
both regions in one program, and therefore avoids having to
join solutions in two distinct regions by the use of boundary
conditions at the interface of separation.

The code has been first benchmarked with the results of
the previous 2D code11 and good agreement was obtained for
the ablation rateG. Dissociation and ionization in the abla-
tion flow can also be treated by using the assumption of local
thermodynamic equilibrium~LTE! as in Felberet al.,19 who
included atomic processes in the original TF model. In keep-
ing with Ref. 19, the CAP code finds that the energy sinks
made available by the latent heats of dissociation and ioniza-
tion lead to only fractionally lower~;10%! ablation rates.

FIG. 1. ~Color online!. ~a! Cylindrical axisymmetric coordinate system
(r ,z) used to study anisotropic heating by incident plasma electrons tied to
the magnetic fieldB̄5Bẑ. ~b! Spherically symmetric coordinate systemr
used for the isotropic heating approximation, in which the heat deposition at
any r is the same as the heat deposition along the polar axis,u50.
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The present work confirms the Mach number depression near
the point in the supersonic region of the flow where ioniza-
tion is nearly completed.19 Reference 19 also found that
when the pellet is subjected to high heat fluxes, the Mach
number can dip below unity, i.e., the flow becomes singular
preventing a continuation of the exterior flow solution be-
yond that point. We have found that the Mach number never
dips below unity. Instead, the ablation flow evolves towards
a quasistationary ‘‘double-transonic’’ flow solution with a
shock discontinuity, and thus the flow singularity encoun-
tered in Ref. 19 is resolved. Then, the CAP code reinforces
the validity of the quasisteady approach pertaining to the
inertially dominated part of the flow domain.

Because the pellet behaves as almost a hydraulic fluid
under high shear stress, it can deform into a pancake shape,
flattened in the direction of the magnetic field and elongated
in the perpendicular direction. As we shall see, such 2D de-
formations can cut the pellet lifetime by;3–43 compared
with the lifetime of a spherical pellet that remains rigid, and
;1.5–23 compared with a pellet ablated by an equivalent
spherically symmetric~isotropic! heat source. This large in-
crease in the ablation rate is much greater than was previ-
ously predicted by an analytical model.14

Our final goal is to rigorously simulate the smooth 2D
transition from the inner nearly isotropic flow region to the
outer field-aligned, or channel flow, region by including the
magneticJ3B force in the CAP code. The buildup of an
extended ‘‘plasma shield,’’20 can provide additional shielding
against the plasma heat flux directed along the lines of force.
The effectiveness of the plasma shield on reducing the abla-
tion rate needs to be fully quantified and compared with
other shielding mechanisms. The physical variables of the
plasma shield are also needed to accurately model the fast
E3B advection of the ionized pellet fuel across the plasma
column,21,22 and its homogenization within a magnetic flux
shell.23 We have not yet included such hydromagnetic ef-
fects. One of the main purposes here is to demonstrate the
reliability of the CAP code, and compare ablation rates and
fluid profiles against results from other models which have
also neglected hydromagnetic effects.

In Sec. II, basic fluid equations used in the code are
presented, and a semianalytic kinetic heat flux model is also
described. In Sec. III, details of the CIP numerical scheme
used in the code are presented. In Sec. IV, we make the 1D
spherically symmetric approximation for the heat flux depo-
sition in order to isolate 1D and 2D effects. The full two-
dimensional effects are treated in Sec. V, with special em-
phasis on deformation of soft pellets by the nonuniform
surface pressure distribution, including Kuteev’s lentil effect.
Conclusions and summary are given in Sec. VI.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

A. One-fluid multispecies conservation equations

Due to the high collisionality in the cold, dense ablation
cloud, all species: molecules, atoms, ions, and electrons can
be treated as one fluid with common temperatureT, fluid
velocity v̄, and mass densityr. Because of the dominance of
the collisions over the radiative rates, and the fact that the

time scales of collisional excitation and deexcitation are
much shorter than the characteristic ablation flow time scale,
the LTE condition is assumed to hold at all points in the
ablatant. In contrast, the hot collisionless plasma electrons
that penetrate the ablatant must be considered as part of a
separate ‘‘suprathermal distribution’’ with temperatureTe` .
These electrons have very long-mean-free paths proportional
to energy squared so that the energy transported by these
electrons must be calculated by solving the Fokker–Planck
equation. Other than providing the heat source that drives
ablation, the external plasma otherwise has minimal effect on
ablation. Electromagnetic effects are ignored in the present
study: the only effect of the magnetic field is to provide
directionality to the incident electron heat flux~see Fig. 1!.
In general, the dynamics in the ablation cloud as well as the
solid ~pellet! region are given by the following fluid equa-
tions of mass, momentum, and energy conservations:

dr

dt
52r“"v̄, ~1a!

r
dv̄

dt
52“"P̄, ~1b!

r
de

dt
52 P̄:¹ v̄2“•q̄, ~1c!

whered/dt5]/]t1 v̄"“ is the advective time derivative,e is
the total specific internal energy, andq̄ is the heat flux due to
the incident plasma electrons. The pressure tensorP̄ is de-
composed into a scalar pressurep and a stress tensorS̄,
namely,P̄5pĪ1S̄ whereĪ is a unit tensor. Notice that these
equations are written in nonconservative form, which makes
it possible to treat incompressible and compressible regions
simultaneously by use of the CIP method outlined in Sec. III.

When a solid is heated, it is transformed to gas~mol-
ecules! by absorbing the sublimation energy (es;0.01 eV).
Subsequently, the molecules are transformed to atoms by ab-
sorbing the dissociation energy (ed54.48 eV), and the atoms
are transformed to ions and electrons by absorbing the ion-
ization energye i5(1/2)me(c/137)2513.6 eV. In the one-
fluid model,p ande are given by

p5~12 f s!p01S 1

2
f s1

1

2
f d1 f i D rkT

m
, ~2a!

e5~12 f s!e01F f s2 f d

2~gm21!
1

f d1 f i

g21 G kT

m
1

1

2
f s

kes

m

1
1

2
f d

ked

m
1 f i

ke i

m
, ~2b!

wheregm and g are specific heat ratios for molecules and
atoms, respectively,k is the Boltzmann constant,m is the
mass of the atom~ion!, p0 is the pressure of the solid pellet
phase, and the specific internal energy of the solid phasee0

is negligibly small. Fractions for sublimationf s(T,r), disso-
ciation f d(T,r), and ionizationf i(T,r) are defined by

f s5~2ng1na1ni !/nt , ~3a!

f d5~na1ni !/nt , ~3b!
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f i5ni /nt , ~3c!

in which nt[2n012ng1na1ni5r/m stands for the total
number density ofnuclei, and n0 , ng , na , and ni denote,
respectively, the number densities of solid D2 molecules, gas
D2 molecules, D atoms, and D1 ions. These three equations
constitute a complete set of algebraic equations for the num-
ber densities of the four species, givenT andr. Note that the
ideal gas equation of state~EOS! is assumed for all phases
except the solid phase, which we justify shortly.

The fractional ionization can be found from the Saha
equilibrium formula24

f i
2

12 f i
53.031021

T3/2

nt
expS 2

e i

T D , ~4!

in eV ~cgs! units. The Saha relation assumes a mixture of
atoms and ions coexisting in equilibrium without the pres-
ence of molecules. This is actually the case here since sub-
limation and dissociation processes are usually completed
well before ionization begins (f s51,f d>1) so thatnt>na

1ni wheneverf i becomes appreciable. Moreover, the Saha
equation terminates the electronic partition function summa-
tion at the ground state level and thus overestimates the frac-
tional ionization slightly. However, the resulting overesti-
mate ine coming from terms involvingf i is compensated by
the lack of terms ine contributed by the electronic excitation
energy. The excitation level cutoff corresponds to the idea
that the electron ‘‘prefers’’ to be removed from an atom
rather than occupy an excited level; particularly so in the
case of a highly dense ablation plasma which effectively lim-
its the actual number of excited levels.24 The dissociation
fraction is expressed in analogy to the ionization fraction,
namely,19,24

f d
2

12 f d
51.5531024

T0.327

nt
expS 2

ed

T D . ~5!

B. The cryogenic solid-gas transition region near the
pellet surface

We propose a somewhatad hoc function for the subli-
mation fraction f s , but before we do so, some discussion
involving the properties of the hydrogens at low tempera-
tures and moderately high pressures near the pellet surface is
needed to justify our approach. Thef s function is used sim-
ply for computational convenience: it dictates at what tem-
perature the incompressible solid is supposed to be converted
to the compressible ideal gas phase, and it does this by
mocking up a continuously smooth transition function which
joins the two regions, in similitude with thef d and f i func-
tions. In a thin transition layer between the two regions,f s

varies from zero~all solid phase, with no gas! to unity ~all
gas phase, with no solid!. Of coursef d and f i are both zero
in the layer. So the relative contribution of the pressure in the
layer coming from the gas phase and the solid phase is quan-
tified by the local value off s . In actuality, however, the layer
often consists of a real gas or supercritical fluid, neither ideal
gas or solid. Nevertheless, we will now show that this does
not matter because the pressure difference across the layer is

negligible. Hence, the pressure on the pellet side of the layer
p0sur will be the same as the pressure on the ideal gas side of
the layerpig .

Pellet surface pressures cannot be easily measured, or
indirectly inferred from experimental data. However, from
theoretical predictions14 surface pressure magnitudes of in-
terest lie within the rangep0sur;0.2– 20 MPa. The upper
value here corresponds to plasma temperatures;6 keV for
pellet sizes and plasma densities expected in ITER: pellets
usually cannot penetrate to distances in the plasma where the
temperature is much higher than 6 keV. Now the real gas
EOS for hydrogen at cryogenic temperatures can be written
as p5ZrkT/(2m), where the compressibility factorZ is a
measure of the departure from the ideal gas EOS, whereZ
51. By restricting ourselves to this pressure range, approxi-
mate ideal gas behavior will be valid forT.;60 K. This
can be illustrated in Fig. 2~a!, where we used the hydrogen
EOS data tables25 to plot Z for a family of isotherms. The
initial dip below unity is due to the van der Waals intermo-
lecular attraction forces. At still higher pressures, the ‘‘hard-
core’’ repulsive forces begin to dominate andZ rises sharply
above unity forp.10 MPa. The minimum temperature indi-
cated on the plot is just slightly above the critical point tem-
perature for hydrogen. Above the critical point temperature,
unique liquid and gas phases do not exist for any pressure,
there is only one phase—a supercritical ‘‘fluid’’—with an
inflection point (]p/]V)T5(]2p/]V2)T50 at the critical
point on ar2p phase diagram as sketched in Fig. 2~b!. The
critical point parameters for deuterium~hydrogen! are26 Tc

538.3 (33.2) K, andpc51.66 (1.315) MPa. Often pellet ab-
lation lies in the supercritical regime,p0sur.pc ; once again,
no liquid-to-gas phase transition exists for temperature in-
creases along a supercritical isobar, as illustrated by the
complementaryr2T phase diagram in Fig. 2~c!. In that
case, one can ask how the sublimation energyes is defined,
and how is the solid-to-fluid phase transition captured com-
putationally if we confine ourselves to the ideal gas approxi-
mation outside the solid phase?

To address these questions, we first note that the transi-
tion layer is very thin compared with the radius of the pellet.
This is because the temperature on the fluid side of the layer
where ideal gas behavior is valid,Tig;60 K50.0052 eV, is
much less than the temperatureT* ;1 eV at the sonic~Mach
numberM51) surface of the ablation flow, which lies more
than one-half pellet radii away from the pellet surface.9,14

Assuming that temperature in the transition layer changes
while the pressure remains constant, as depicted in Fig. 2~c!,
the r(T) dependence within the layer can be determined
from the real gas EOS. It then follows that the specific inter-
nal energy of the supercritical fluid phase, expressed as
ef@T,r#, becomes a function of temperature only,
ef@T,r(T)#. Hence, we can define the heat of transition or
effective energy of sublimation per moleculees as

es

2m
5E

T0

Tm
u0~T!dT1hf us1ef@Tig ,r~Tig!#

2ef@Tm ,r~Tm!#,

whereu0 is the heat capacity of the solid phase. The precise
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distinction between the solid and the fluid phase still remains
at our typical ablation pressures, i.e., a melt line exists with
Tm being the melting temperature. The heat of fusion asso-
ciated with crossing the melt line ishf us;200 J/mol for

deuterium.26 Employing the SESAME EOS tables,25 we ob-
tain es'1260 J/mol, or 0.013 eV/molecule for deuterium.
Interestingly enough, these supercritical transition energies
are essentially the same as the energy of sublimation at the
triple point where the corresponding deuterium pressure is
much lower, ptp50.017 MPa. Thuses;0.013 eV may be
treated as aconstant for all parameters of interest.

Motivated by our simple heuristic discussion on the
solid-to-gas phase transition, we suggest the mock-up model

f s5
1

2
1

1

2
tanhS T2Ttran

DT D . ~6!

To ensure thatf s doesnot reach unitybefore TreachesTig ,
we shall arbitrarily setTtran;58.7 K andDT51.163 K. The
solid–gas interface~pellet surface! movement can be traced
by obtaining the recession velocity, or velocity of the abla-
tion front u52(]Ttran /]t)/u¹Ttranu.

To justify that a nearly constant pressure exist within the
transition region 0, f s,1, we consider solutions of the con-
servation equations~1! in plane geometry with local outward
normal coordinatex. All quantities are assumed time inde-
pendent in the frame moving with the ablation front. Trans-
forming to the coordinatej5x2ut, such thatj50 coincides
with the T5Ttran surface, we have

~v2u!
]r

]j
1r

]v

]j
50, ~7a!

r~v2u!
]v

]j
1

]p

]j
50, ~7b!

r~v2u!
]e

]j
1

]q

]j
1p

]v

]j
50. ~7c!

As noted earlier, the solid pellet phase is assumed to be in-
compressible. Because of the high sound speed in solid deu-
terium, cs051700 m/s, pressures above 40 MPa are needed
to cause significant~.10%! density compressions.26 Addi-
tionally, the ablation front advances inside the pellet at sub-
sonic velocities (u/cs0;1023– 1022), hence the solid phase
remains at rest, except for slow internal motions associated
with deformation, which have no consequence in what fol-
lows. Accordingly, we may integrate Eqs.~7a! and~7b! from
j52` with boundary conditions, v→0, r→r0 , and p
→p0sur to j5j, and obtain a pressure-density relation within
the layer

p0sur5p1r0u2S r0

r
21D . ~8!

In the language of shock physics, ifu were the shock veloc-
ity, this relation would correspond to the Rayleigh line. Re-
ferring to Fig. 2~c! again, we see that on thermodynamic
grounds,]r/]Tup,0 for a real gas fluid. Hence, the transi-
tion is accompanied by a fluid expansion, since the tempera-
ture has to be continuously increasing away from the pellet
surface,dT/dx.0. Furthermore, the fluid never gets com-
pressed to a density higher than the solid density even at high
pressure; the high compressibility factorZ ensures this, the
ideal gas law does not, and for this reason it can easily fail in
the transition region. It then follows that the last term in Eq.

FIG. 2. ~Color online!. ~a! The compressibility factorZ5@2mp/(pkT)# for
hydrogen as a function of pressure for a family of isotherms above, but near
to the critical temperatureTc533.2 K. ~b! A sketch of ther-p phase dia-
gram for a family of isotherms near the critical point, which is marked by a
circle. ~c! A sketch of ther-T phase diagram for a family of isobars near the
critical point. The dashed curve is the boundary of the two-phase liquid-
vapor coexistence region, and the notations2, c, 1, indicate a value below,
at, and above the critical.
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~8! is positive, so thatdp/dx,0 at any moment within the
layer. We note parenthetically that pellet ablation in toka-
maks is quite different from the radiation driven ablation
problem connected with inertial confinement fusion. In this
situation, the piston action of ablation drives a shock front
ahead of itself.27 An analogous model put forward by
Lengyel,28 in which the ablation layer is accompanied by a
shock front (dp/dx.0) is therefore not relevant for pellet
ablation in plasmas. Continuing, we substitute the ideal gas
parameters on the opposite side of the transition layer,f s

[1, r5r ig , andp5pig5r igkTig/2m, into Eq.~8! and find
two solutions for the density ratio across the layerr ig /r0 .
Introducing the notationc0

25p0sur /r0 , and cig
2 5kTig/2m

51.243105 m2/s2, the physical solution can be written as
r ig /r0[c0

2/cig
2 2u2/c0

21u2/cig
2 , and thus the pressure drop

across the layerDp5p0sur2pig is given by

Dp

p0sur
>

u2

c0
2 S cig

2

c0
2

21D ~9!

in which we have assumed thatu2/c0
2!c0

2/cig
2 . For example,

taking r p52 mm, r05200 kg/m3 ~deuterium!, ne

51020m23, andTe53 keV, Eqs.~2! and~3! of Ref. 14 give
u527.83 m/s,p0sur57.47 MPa,c0

253.733104 m2/s2, and
thereforeDp/p0sur50.0038. This example verifies that the
pressure within the layer hardly changes, as stated above.
Accordingly, we can integrate the energy equation, Eq.~7c!,
across the layer while holding pressure fixed, and use the
boundary conditionse→e0 , r→r0 , and q→0 at j→2`,
ande→eig , r→r ig andq→qsur on the other side, withqsur

signifying theattenuatedelectronic heat flux incident on the
layer. Then if we use our earlier definition for the sublima-
tion energy per unit mass eig2e0[kes/2m53.11
3105 m2/s2, the energy equation can be expressed in the
familiar ‘‘ablation-rate’’ form

uuu>
qsur

r0@kes/2m1~cig
2 2c0

2!#
. ~10!

Here, the second term in the denominator represents the spe-
cific work done by expanding the pellet gas/fluid material
against the pressure force. Using our above example, we see
that this term is smaller than the sublimation energy per unit
mass:cig

2 2c0
258.653104 m2/s2. Since both specific energy

reservoirs are small, as well asqsur , the details of the phys-
ics within the transition layer are of little consequence.
Hence, any nonideal gas behavior in the thin layer, in con-
junction with the use of our artificial sublimation function
f s(T) cannot have any significant effect on the surface recoil
pressurep0sur that develops by heating and expanding the
ablated material, or the surface recession rateu, which is
determined by the ablated mass flow through some surface
enclosing the pellet, and not directly by Eq.~10!.

The fact that the surface transition details are somewhat
immaterial for pellet ablation under relevant plasma condi-
tions is reinforced by the fact that arbitrarily changing the
sublimation energy by factors of order 2 or more has virtu-
ally no effect on the ablation rate computed by the CAP
code. Hence, there is no need for clustering the grid points in

the high-gradient region near the pellet surface in order to
accurately resolve the structure of the transition layer. More
will be said about the computational aspects of the problem
in Sec. III, and the pellet deformation problem will be dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. V.

C. Electronic heat flux model

The heat source2“•q̄ comes from energy deposition
by hot, long-mean-free path, plasma electrons streaming into
the ablation cloud from both sides along the magnetic field
lines. For this reason the CAP simulation uses a cylindrical
axisymmetric coordinate system (r ,z), with origin at the
center of the pellet andz axis parallel to the magnetic field
~see Fig. 2!. The parallel heat flux moment can be written as
q̄5q1ẑ2q2ẑ where the subscript ‘‘1’’ ~2! refers to the
right ~left!-going plasma electrons. The heat source can thus
be calculated field line by field line. Assuming incident Max-
wellian electrons, a kinetic treatment using a Bethe-like col-
lisional stopping power formula leads to the ‘‘Bessel func-
tion’’ heat flux moment22 ~see the Appendix for derivation!:

q65q`
1
2u6K2~u6

1/2!, ~11!

whereK2 is a standard modified Bessel function, and

q`5A 2

pme
ne`~kTe`!3/2 ~12!

is the heat flux incident on the jet from ‘‘infinity.’’ The argu-
mentu6[t6 /t` is a dimensionless opacity, where

t1~r ,z!5E
2`

z

nt~r ,z8!dz8,

~13!

t2~r ,z!5E
z

`

nt~r ,z8!dz8,

are the respective line-integrated densities penetrated by
right-going, left-going electrons arriving at the point (r ,z)
from infinity. Note thatt1(r ,z)5t2(r ,2z) on account of
reflection symmetry. The projected range in thez direction
for Maxwellian electrons with temperatureTe` is given by

t`5
Te`

2

8pe4 ln L
5

1.9231012Te`
2 ~eV!

ln L
cm22. ~14!

The projected range is exactly 1/2 the total ‘‘path length’’
traveled by a gyrating electron with initial energyTe` as it
slows down to rest~neglecting the weak energy dependence
in the Coulomb logarithm lnL!.

A composite Coulomb logarithm is used to take into ac-
count slowing down interactions involving both free~f! and
bound~b! electrons in the ablation cloud

ln L5 f i ln Le f1~12 f i !ln Leb ~15!

in which Leb5E/I * , I * 57.5 eV, Le f50.2E/\vpe ,
\5Planck’s constant, andvpe5(4pnee

2/me)
1/2 is the

plasma frequency. The density-effect correction due to polar-
ization of the plasma medium by the incident electron is
included inLe f . We suppress the energy dependence in the
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Coulomb logarithms by substitutingE52.52Te` , which rep-
resents an averaged energy-flux-weighted value, so in eV
~cgs!units, we have

Le f5
1.3531010Te`

~ f int!
1/2

, ~16a!

Leb5
2.516Te`

7.5
. ~16b!

Finally, taking Eqs.~11!–~16! together, we arrive at22

2“•q̄5
q`nt~r ,z!

t`
@g~u1!1g~u2!# ~17!

in which g(u)5u1/2K1(u1/2)/4.

III. NUMERICAL SCHEME

The ablation cloud is a compressible material, because
the expansion velocity may exceed the sound speed. On the
other hand, the pellet behaves like an incompressible mate-
rial. If the ablation pressure exerted on the pellet surface
varies by more than the yield strength for solid deuterium, a
few tenths of a MPa,26 then the behavior of the pellet is like
that of a hydraulic fluid. Otherwise, the pellet remains rigid
while its surface recedes. We do not consider the material
behavior in the transition through the yield point because of
the uncertain nature of the viscoelastic-plastic behavior of
the solid. Now in general the numerical scheme for a com-
pressible fluid must be treated differently than one for an
incompressible fluid, although their equations of motion are
the same. In the present work, the CIP method is used that
can treat compressible and incompressible fluids simulta-
neously without employing any special boundary conditions
at the pellet surface as done in the previous steady-state ab-
lation models.

Originally, the CIP method is one of the numerical
schemes used to solve hyperbolic equations, such as wave
equations.17 The set of hyperbolic Eqs.~1! can be separated
into an advection phase and a nonadvection phase by using
time splitting. In the advection phase, the spatial profile of
some hydrodynamic quantityf is interpolated within each
grid with a cubic polynomial shifted in space according to
the purely advection term in the hydrodynamic equation. In
that way,f is updated from time step labeln to a provisional
time step label* . In the nonadvection phase, a conventional
explicit method is used to updatef from * to n11, with the
‘‘source’’ terms being the terms on the right-hand side of
Eqs. ~1!. In determining the interpolated profile, bothf and
its spatial derivative gradf are used. The key feature of the
CIP method is that the hydrodynamic equations forf are
solved simultaneously with the corresponding equations for
gradf. Thus, not only function values but also their spatial
derivative are known at each grid point. In that way, over-
shooting during interpolation can be minimized for any hy-
drodynamic variable possessing a steep gradient. The CIP
method has already been successfully employed in problems
dealing with steep gradients, such as in situations where
shock wave phenomena is expected.

Recently, the CIP method was extended by Yabe in order
to solve incompressible and compressible regions
simultaneously.18 The key point is that the pressure is deter-
mined by using the following equation instead of the EOS
@that is,p5rkT/(2m) if ideal# in the nonadvection phase

“•S 1

r*
“pn11D5

pn112p*

~Dt !2S rc21
PTH

2

rCVTD *

2

S PTH
2

rCVT
H D *

DtS rc21
PTH

2

rCVTD *
1

“• v̄*

Dt
, ~18!

wherec25(]p/]r)T is the isothermal sound speed squared,
PTH5T(]p/]T)r is the effective pressure that is reduced to
the conventional pressure in an ideal fluid,CV5(]e/]T)r is
the specific heat at constant volume,H52“•q̄ is the en-
ergy source, andDt is a time increment. This equation is
derived by combining Eqs.~1b! and ~1c! with the total dif-
ferential dp5(]p/]r)Tdr1(]p/]T)rdT, and making use
of the above thermodynamic definitions. The essence of Eq.
~18! is that it can automatically distinguish between incom-
pressible and compressible regions by introducing a sound
speed. In order to verify this feature, Eq.~18! is considered
when H50 for simplicity, namely, the second term on the
right-hand side is zero. In an incompressible region, each
term in Eq.~18! has the following ordering:

~v/w!2;~v/c!21v/w, ~19!

wherew[Dx/Dt, with Dx being the grid width in the code,
and we used the orderingp/r;v2, and“;1/Dx ~steep gra-
dient near pellet surface!. Simultaneously, the speeds satisfy
the inequality v,w!c because the sound speed is regarded
as infinity, and the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy~CFL! stabil-
ity condition should be satisfied. Then, the first term on the
right-hand side of Eq.~19! becomes negligible compared
with the other terms. Thus, Eq.~18! becomes “

•(“pn11/r* )5“• v̄* /Dt. Substituting the equation of mo-
tion in the nonadvection phase into that equation, we obtain
“• v̄n1150. In other words, Eq.~18! determinespn11 such
that“• v̄n11 becomes zero, namely, the incompressible con-
dition is satisfied.

On the other hand, in the compressible ideal region, the
ordering of Eq.~18! tends to

~c/w!2;11v/w, ~20!

since p/r;c2 in the compressible ideal gas region. Now
taking into account the CFL conditionc;v,w, the left-
hand side of Eq.~20! becomes negligible compared with the
other terms. Especially, since the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. ~18! becomes (pn112p* )/@gp* (Dt)2# in an
ideal fluid, Eq. ~18! is reduced to temporal evolution for
pressure in the nonadvection phase:pn112p* 52gp*“
• v̄* Dt. This corresponds to an equation derived by substi-
tuting an ideal EOS into an energy equation withH50. In
other words,pn11 is determined such that the ideal gas EOS
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is satisfied in the compressible region. As a result, Eq.~18!
can treat the entire region without calculating individually
incompressible and compressible regions.

IV. PELLET ABLATION IN THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL
SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC HEATING
APPROXIMATION

The utility of the CIP method is demonstrated by com-
paring numerical predictions with known solutions of pellet
ablation models in dimensional~1D! spherically symmetric
geometry, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. Thus, Eqs.~1! are written in
spherically symmetric form with radial coordinater, and the
origin coincides with the center of the pellet. We also replace
2“•q̄ by the equivalent 1D approximation, namely,
2dq/dr.

In the first test of the CAP code, we compared the abla-
tion rate and fluid profiles with the original TF model.9 For
that comparison we used the monoenergetic heat source in-
stead of the Maxwellian heat source. We also neglect disso-
ciation and ionization by settingf d5 f i50, and takeg57/5
appropriate for a molecular gas. After a few microseconds of
exposure to a constant heat flux, the ablation flow becomes
fully developed, and the ablation rate settles down to a
steady state just as predicted by the TF model. We choose a
deuterium pellet with initial radiusr p52 mm, plasma elec-
tron temperatureTe`52 keV, and number densityne`

51014cm23. In all the cases in this paper,Te` andne` are
assumed to be constant throughout the temporal evolution.
For this example, the steady-state ablation rate was found to
be G541 g/s by simulation. Remarkably, the simulation re-
produces the TF resultGTF541.27 g/s given by Eq.~31! of
Ref. 9 with Q51. The CAP code also reproduced identical
dimensionless fluid profiles.

Using the same pellet/plasma parameters, the ablation
rate increased from 41 g/s to 113 g/s when the Maxwellian
heat source was employed in the simulation. This significant
increase was expected, since most of the heat flux trans-
ported through the dense ablation cloud comes from the
long-range suprathermal electrons in the Maxwellian
distribution;10 the ablation cloud density and thicknesst is
much larger for the Maxwellian heat source than the mo-
noenergetic one. As a result, the energy deposited per particle
ablated is less, and the temperature and flow velocity become
uniformly lowered. For example, at the radiusr 50.5 cm, the
temperature of the cloud with the monoenergetic heat source
is 8.2 eV, but it is only 3.5 eV for the Maxwellian heat
source.

Next we included the effect of atomic processes in the
ablation cloud and used the Maxwellian heat source. Only a
small ;6.2% reduction in the ablation rate, from 113 g/s to
106 g/s, was found. The most significant effect of atomic
processes was the lowering of the ablation temperature. At
the first sonic surface,T* dropped from 3.44 eV to 1.11 eV.
Such large;33 temperature drops were also noted in Ref.
18 using the monoenergetic heat flux approximation. Figures
3~a! and 3~b! show radial profiles of various quantities at 10
ms without and with atomic processes, respectively. Figure
3~a! shows normalized pressurep/p* , temperatureT/T* ,

and Mach numberM as functions of normalized radiusr /r * ,
where p* , T* , and r * are the pressure, temperature, and
radius, respectively, at the first sonic (M51) point. The
pressure decreases, and the temperature and Mach number
increase in the radial direction outside the pellet because the
ablation cloud expands while heated. On the other hand, the
pressure is constant inside the pellet because the pellet is
rigid ~for a spherically symmetric pressure distribution! and
incompressible. Figure 3~b! shows p/p* , T/T* , M, frac-
tional dissociationf d , and ionizationf i as functions ofr /r * .
It is clear that the ablation phenomena is changed by includ-
ing the atomic processes. The fact that radial profile in Fig.
3~b! has a jump structure is the most essential point. There
are two features in that fact. The first feature is that the flow
is supersonic ahead of the jump structure and subsonic
downstream. This means that the jump structure obviously
represents a shock. The stationary shock front is found in the
region where ionization is nearly completedf i;1, and it is
due to the removal of the ionization energy sink which tends
to cause a rollover in the Mach number profile, possibly
driving the Mach number below unity in some cases. How-
ever, the Mach number never dips below unity which would
lead to a flow singularity as in Felberet al.;19 instead, the
ablation flow develops a stationary shock front, across which
the fluid undergoes the transition from supersonic to sub-
sonic state. Farther downstream, a ‘‘second’’ sonic surface
appears. The second feature lies in the difference between
the effects of dissociation and ionization on the structure of
the Mach number profile. Note that a stationary shock front
does not appear in the region where dissociation is dominant
(0, f d,1) because dissociation is always completed in the
subsonic region of the flow. Figure 4 displays the temporal

FIG. 3. ~Color online!. Normalized fluid profiles at 10ms in 1D spherical
symmetry of ~a! ablation without atomic processes and~b! with atomic
processes. Here,r p52 mm, Te`52 keV, andne`51014 cm23. The solid,
dashed, and dot-dashed lines areM, p/p* , andT/T* as functions ofr /r * ,
respectively. Dotted lines in~b! show f d and f i profiles.
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evolution of the Mach number profile during the initial tran-
sient period (0.2<t<3 ms). At t50.2ms, we see a local
depression in the Mach number near the pellet surface, but
no shock. This is because during that moment the flow is
fairly supersonic when the energy sink associated with the
latent heat of dissociation has ‘‘dried up.’’ However, the
Mach number profile is becoming less supersonic in time,
which contributes to the formation of a definite shock front
at t50.4 and 0.6ms in the region near the pellet where
dissociation is completed. Farther out, in the region where
ionization is completed, the Mach number experiences only
small depressions because the Mach number is still well
above unity during those times. However, the shock structure
associated with dissociation becomes gradually flattened by
the sound wave since the region where dissociation domi-
nates is becoming more and more subsonic in time. On the
other hand, the shock formed by ionization has been main-
tained because in the approach to steady state the flow al-
ways remains supersonic wheref i;1. Therefore, the abla-
tion cloud has two sonic surfaces and one shock front in the
case with atomic processes, though it has one sonic surface
in the case without atomic processes. It is not clear to us why
the simulations in Ref. 11 with atomic processes revealed no
shocklike structure in the flow parameters. Also Eq.~40! in
Ref. 11, which is a fit to the numerical results forT* without
atomic processes, seems to predict unrealistically high val-
ues, casting doubt on the results when these effects are in-
cluded.

Using the same pellet/plasma parameters as in Fig. 3, we
display in Fig. 5 the (r ,t) behavior of the pellet, sonic, and
shock surface radii over the long time scale of the pellet
lifetime. Figure 5~a! shows the case without atomic pro-
cesses, and Fig. 5~b! shows the case with atomic processes.
Note that the pellet lifetime in the case with atomic processes
is slightly longer in proportion to the 6.2% reduction in the
ablation rate. The ablation cloud without atomic processes is
fully developed after;2 ms, and subsequently, the pellet and
sonic surface radii are reduced by the surface recession. It is
clear that the flow structure shown in Fig. 3~a! changes
slowly, i.e., the ablation flow is quasi-steady-state. However,
with atomic processes, the time to fully develop the flow and
establish the first sonic, shock, and second sonic surfaces is

longer,;10 ms. Since the shock front associated with disso-
ciation is erased early on, it does not appear on the long time
scale of Fig. 5. The shock front induced by ionization re-
mains almost stationary. It is not carried inwards while the
pellet shrinks, like the first sonic surface is, because its in-
ward motion is compensated by an increase in the velocity of
the upstream flow disappearing into the shock. Interestingly,
a new dissociation shock appears near the end of the pellet’s
life at ;80 ms. This is because the dissociation dominant
region is crossed by the first sonic surface as it follows the
inward progression of the pellet surface. The crossing results
from the fact that the ablation temperature at the first sonic
surface is becoming cooler as the pellet shrinks consistent
with the TF scaling laws.9 Hence, the region where dissocia-
tion occurs has to move up the temperature gradient, i.e., it
has to expand into the supersonic region. Consequently,
when the dissociation energy sink is removed,f d;1, a shock
front may appear. A new sonic surface induced by dissocia-
tion approaches zero as the pellet surface radius approaches
zero similar to one in the case without atomic processes
shown in Fig. 5~a!.

As anticipated, the double-transonic flow solution with a
shock discontinuity avoids the flow singularity often encoun-
tered in Ref. 19, and generalizes the validity of the quasi-
steady assumption under a wider set of plasma-pellet param-
eters. We carried out simulations over a nominal parameter
range in order to compare the ablation rates between the
cases without (Giso

w/o) and with (Giso
with) atomic processes.

Our results, displayed in Table I, show that the difference is
consistently less than 10%. Felberet al.19 found that atomic
processes can extend pellet lifetimes by 10%–20%. This dis-

FIG. 4. ~Color!. Radial profiles of Mach number every 0.2ms up to 3ms.

FIG. 5. Pellet, sonic, and shock surface radii as a function of time for~a!
ablation without atomic processes and~b! with atomic processes. Pellet,
sonic, and shock surface radii are shown by solid, dashed, and dot-dashed
lines, respectively.
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crepancy is presumably due to the use of the monoenergetic
heating approximation in Ref. 19, which, as noted earlier,
uniformly heightens the ablation temperature. Thus, the ion-
ization and dissociation heat sinks are moved closer to the
pellet surface where the influence on the ablation rate be-
comes stronger.19 The most important effect of the atomic
processes combined with the Maxwellian heat source is that
the ablation temperature at the first sonic radius is consis-
tently reduced by about a factor of;3. Using the parameters
in Fig. 3 again, we find that without atomic processes the
temperature at the sonic surface isT* 53.44 eV, and with
atomic processesT* 51.11 eV. This leads to a significant
reduction in the electrical conductivity of the ablation cloud,
and would clearly influence how the ablation flow is influ-
enced by the induction currents generated by the component
of the flow across the magnetic field. This is a problem left
for a future study.

V. ABLATION WITH ANISOTROPIC HEATING

In this section, we examine 2D effects resulting from
anisotropic heating imposed by the magnetic field. We use
the cylindrical axisymmetric coordinate system (r ,z), and
again we use the Maxwellian heat source model in this ge-
ometry as described in Sec. II C. Again, the readers are re-
minded that no effect of the magnetic field, except for setting
the direction of the electron heat flux, is included in our
present simulations. The first set of simulations is designed
to isolate just the geometrical effect of anisotropic heating on
the ablation ratewithout including the effect of pellet defor-
mation. This is accomplished by arbitrarily increasing the
density of the solid pellet by a factor of 100 so that the
ablation cloud can evolve to a steady-state ablation rate after
a few microseconds, while the pellet remains effectively
rigid or ‘‘hard.’’ Obviously, this artificial density increase has
no effect on the ablation rate or the ablation flow quantities
since they have no density dependence.9,11 Figure 6 com-
pares the ablation rates between the CAP code simulation
and the 2D simulation by MacAulay.11 Figure 6 also shows
the modified TF formula14 given in the Introduction, which is
consistent with the experiments. In Figs. 6~a!–6~c!, the de-
pendencies of the ablation rate on plasma temperature, den-
sity, and pellet radius, respectively, are separated. All results
have essentially the same TF scaling behavior. However, the
multiplicative constant in the ablation rate differs among
those results. As noted in the Introduction, the ablation rate

from Macaulay’s simulation is systematically a factor of;2
higher than that given by the modified TF model. The abla-
tion rate from the CAP simulation lies in between those. By
comparing the ablation rates for cases 1–7 displayed in Fig.
6 with the ablation rates displayed in Table I for the isotropic
heating model, we find that the ratios of the ablation rates are
fairly consistent, namely,

TABLE I. Parameters used in the simulation.r p , Te` , andne` are pellet radius, electron temperature, and
density in the bulk plasma.Giso

w/o and Giso
with are ablation rates without and with atomic processes. Cases are

corresponding to numbers, respectively, in Figs. 3 and 11.

Case r p (cm) Te` (keV) ne` (cm23) Giso
w/o (g/s) Giso

with (g/s) (Giso
w/o2Giso

with)/Giso
w/o (%)

1 0.2 3.0 3.03 1013 154.80 152.52 1.5
2 0.2 1.0 3.03 1013 24.997 23.961 4.1
3 0.2 5.0 3.03 1013 338.24 328.47 2.9
4 0.2 3.0 1.03 1013 106.56 103.30 3.1
5 0.2 3.0 1.03 1014 233.64 215.97 7.6
6 0.1 3.0 3.03 1013 56.746 54.780 3.5
7 0.4 3.0 3.03 1013 407.15 385.24 5.4

FIG. 6. ~a! Te` , ~b! ne` , and ~c! r p dependences of ablation rates in 2D
cylindrical axisymmetric geometry. The circles with numbered labels corre-
spond to simulation results listed in Table I. The solid lines are results from
the modified TF model of Ref. 14. The dashed lines are results from Ref. 11.
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Ganiso/hard

Giso
;0.51– 0.57, ~21!

where Giso and Ganiso/hard stand for the ablation rates in
isotropic heating and anisotropic heating with a hard pellet,
respectively. The nearly factor of 2 reduction in the ablation
rate caused by anisotropic heating arises because shielding of
the pellet is primarily due to the high-density layers of the
cloud adjacent to the pellet. For a detailed explanation see
Ref. 14. The main idea is that the effective area intercepting
the electron heat flux, i.e., the projected area of the pellet
normal to theB field is the main factor that determines the
ablation rate.10,11,14For a spherical pellet, the projected area
is half the surface area of the pellet, hence the factor of 2
reduction. A different result, factor of;0.68 reduction, was
found in MacAulays’s simulation,11 although it should be
mentioned that the simulation in 1D~isotropic heating! was
not possible. To study these geometrical effects on the abla-
tion rate systematically, MacAulay simulated 2D ablation
with the monoenergetic heat flux model, and compared the
simulation result with the original TF~isotropic heating! ab-
lation rate expression.9 The reduction factor stated in Ref. 11
was systematically 0.52. However, a more careful compari-
son with Eq.~31! of Ref. 9 indicates that the reduction factor
is closer to;0.68 ~see also Ref. 14!.

In the remaining simulations, we use the actual mass
density of solid deuteriumr050.2 g/cm3 in order to include
pellet interior flows and deformation during the ablation pro-
cess, and we also include atomic processes. Figure 7 shows
the isodensity contours in the (r ,z) plane at 2ms, using the
pellet/plasma parameters of Fig. 3. The central solid~red!
region represents the pellet. The contour lines surrounding
the pellet identify the oval-shaped first and second sonic sur-
faces, and the shock front nested in between those. Figures
8~a! and 8~b! shows, respectively, the fluid profiles along the
z direction ~parallel to polar axis and throughr 5r p/2) and

along ther direction ~equatorial midplane atz50) at 2ms.
The temperature at the sonic point alongz direction isT*
51.14 eV, very close to the previous value of 1.11 eV for
the isotropic heating case, as expected. However,T*
51.51 eV on the equatorial midplane; it is higher because
there is less shielding~line-integrated density!, and also be-
cause the incident plasma electrons are approaching from
both directions outside the ‘‘shadow’’ of the pellet. We see in
Fig. 9 that the pellet surface pressurep0sur at the two poles
labeled byz1 andz2 is a factor of 2higher than the pressure
at the two equatorial pointsr 1 and r 2 . The absolute pole

FIG. 7. ~Color!. Isodensity contours on ther -z plane in the 2D cylindrical
axisymmetric coordinate system at 2ms. Black lines indicate first sonic,
shock, and second sonic surfaces.

FIG. 8. ~Color online!. Normalized fluid profiles at 2ms for ablation in the
2D cylindrical axisymmetric geometry. Solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines
areM, p/p* , andT/T* as functions of~a! z/z* and~b! r /r * , respectively.
Dotted lines showf d and f i profiles.

FIG. 9. Angular variation of pressure on the pellet surfacep0sur at 2ms. The
pressure peaks at the two polar positions,z1 andz2, and the pressure is a
minimum at the two equatorial positionsr 1 and r 2.
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pressure is 12 MPa. Taking into account the correction due to
electrostatic shielding mentioned in the Introduction, the ac-
tual pressure becomes 0.331253.6 MPa. This result is in
close agreement with Eq.~3! of Ref. 14. The surface pressure
differential is of course due to the fact that the heat flux
following magnetic field lines intercepting the pellet near the
polar axis is entirely blocked by the pellet and thus fully
absorbed, while the heat flux following field lines just graz-
ing the pellet surface is partially transmitted across the equa-
torial midplane, so there is less absorption at the equatorial
points. Since the areal ablation rate is more enhanced at the
poles than at the equatorial points, the ablation cloud be-
comes thicker in the polar direction than it is along the radial
coordinate in the equatorial midplane. This leads to the oval-
shaped density contourselongated in the polar directionas
shown in Fig. 10~a! at different times: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and
60 ms. The contour of the pellet density~which is uniform
inside the pellet! has the opposite shape. The anisotropic
pressure distribution deforms the pellet into an oval shape
flattened in the polar direction andelongated in the radial
direction. After a longer time, the pellet becomes flattened
into a thin pancake while losing mass by ablation. The iso-
pressure contours corresponding to these time frames are
shown in Fig. 10~b!.

Figure 10~a! also illustrates the temporal evolution of the
sonic and shock surfaces, whose shape can be understood as
follows. As we shall see below, when the pellet is allowed to
deform, the ablation rate actuallyincreases at first. This is
contrary to what the conventional ablation models indicate,
namely, that the ablation rate shoulddecreasewhile its ra-

dius is shrinking, sinceG}r p
4/3. Since the density is increas-

ing with the increasing ablation rate, the fluid velocity and
the temperature must decrease. However, the sound speed
;T1/2 decays more slowly than the velocity. Eventually, the
subsonic region has expanded to such an extent that the first
sonic surface with the adjacent shock front no longer exist in
the flow domain. However, the second sonic surface still
survives, but it lies beyond the image box as shown by the
image at 40ms. Later, however, the ablation rate is coming
down along with the cloud density. This in turn uniformly
increases the temperature causing the reemergence of the
first sonic surface and shock front. All three surfaces start to
collapse towards the pellet, and we see their reappearance in
the image box at 60ms.

Figure 11 shows the temporal behavior of pressure at the
pellet surface, wherepA is defined on the equatorA andpB is
defined at the pointB where projection on the plane withz
50 corresponds to pointC which is located at half radius of
the equator as shown in Fig. 12. Here we have included
atomic processes. Initially, the differenceDp5pB2pA

reaches 11 MPa; adjusting for electrostatic shielding,Dp
53.3 MPa. This difference is somewhat greater than the
yield stress of solid deuteriums;0.5 MPa.26 Hence, pellets
with r p;0.2 cm should become fluidized, and will begin to
flatten out whenTe`*2 keV andne`*1014cm23. Figure 13
shows the time evolution of the major equatorial radius
r pellet , and half thicknesszpellet of the disklike pellet shape
of the pellet. Here,r pellet corresponds to the equatorial ra-
dius OA in Fig. 12, while zpellet corresponds to the line
segmentCB defined in Fig. 12 instead ofOF since pellet
erosion alongOF is completed sooner. As we see, pellet
deformation promotes the increases inr pellet at first, but later
on mass erosion intensifies at the edges of the disk, causing
r pellet to rapidly fall off. Apparently, the motion ofr pellet is
determined by a balance between the pellet deformation and
the surface recession due to ablation. The rollover inr pellet

begins when the changing pellet shape starts to bringpA and
pB closer together, which in turn lessens the shear stress
causing deformation. On the other hand, the thicknesszpellet

continually decreases due to ablation~lentil effect16!. Figures
14~a! and 14~b! show the (z,t) and (r ,t) trajectories, respec-

FIG. 10. ~Color!. ~a! Isodensity contours and~b! isopressure contours on the
r -z plane in the 2D cylindrical axisymmetric coordinate system. Frames
correspond to the time at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60ms. Black lines in~a!
indicate first sonic, shock, and second sonic surfaces.

FIG. 11. ~a! Pressure at the pellet surface as a function of time. Solid and
dashed lines arepA at pointA andpB at pointB, respectively. PointsA and
B are marked in Fig. 12.
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tively, of the pellet, sonic, and shock surfaces. The solid lines
are plots of the pellet surface chords,zpellet (CB) and
r pellet (OA). The dotted lines mark the first sonic surface
chords,z1st (CE) and r 1st (OD), and the second sonic sur-
face chords,z2nd (CI) and r 2nd (OJ). The dot-dashed lines
mark the corresponding chords for the shock surface,
zshock(CG) andr shock(OH). It is found that the dimensions
of all three surfaces increase at first, and decrease later on. It
is clear that the shock surface in ther direction disappears
sooner than one in thez direction. That is due to the fact that
the temperature in ther direction is higher than it is in thez
direction, as we mentioned above. Then, because the sub-
sonic length inr direction is longer than the length in thez
direction, the shock surface in ther direction disappears
sooner. Regarding the cloud thicknessesz2nd2zpellet (BI)
andr 2nd2r pellet (AJ) as the distance between the pellet sur-
face and second sonic surface, it is clearly understood that
those thicknesses are comparable. This is due to the fact that

expanding motion of the cloud is unaffected by the magnetic
field even if the pellet is deformed. Of course, these results,
in particular, are likely to be much different when theJ3B
force is included in our simulation.

Figure 15 plots the time dependence of the volume and
area of the pellet projected normal to the magnetic field lines
pr pellet

2 , i.e., the effective area which absorbs the incoming
heat flux. Although the volume decreases monotonically with
time due to surface recession, the area increases at first,
reaches a peak, and then falls to zero later on.

One of the key results of our study is that pellet defor-
mation can shorten the life span of a pellet. Figure 16 reveals
the essential dynamics of 2D pellet ablation. First, it is seen
that the 2D ablation rate versus time curve~thick solid line!
becomes similar to the effective area curvepr pellet

2 after

FIG. 12. Sketch of the deformed pellet and surrounding ablation cloud.
Solid, dashed, and dot-dashed ovals are the pellet, sonic, and shock surfaces,
respectively.O is the center point.A, D, H, andJ are points on the equators
of the pellet, first sonic, shock, and second sonic surfaces, respectively.
PointC marks the half radius of the pellet equator (CO5CA). B is a point
on the pellet surface whose projection on thez50 plane corresponds to
point C. PointE, G, andI mark the intersections of the line extending from
CB to the first sonic, shock, and second sonic surfaces. PointF marks the
intersection between the pellet surface and thez axis.

FIG. 13. Solid and dashed lines indicate, respectively, the equator radii
r pellet (OA) and half thicknesszpellet (CB) as a function of time.

FIG. 14. ~a! Half thicknesseszpellet (CB), z1st (CE), zshock(CG), and
z2nd (CI) as a function of time indicated by solid, dashed, dot-dashed, and
dashed lines, respectively.~b! Equatorial radii r pellet (OA), r 1st (OD),
r shock(OH), andr 2nd (OJ) as a function of time indicated by solid, dashed,
dot-dashed, and dashed lines, respectively.

FIG. 15. Pellet volume~solid line! and area of pellet projected onto the
equatorial plane~dashed line! as a function of time.
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;10 ms as shown in Fig. 15, because the total heating power
available for driving ablation is simply proportional to this
area. The dashed line in Fig. 16 plots the ablation rate for the
1D spherically symmetric isotropic heating model used in
the simulation. After the sharp rise to the peak value of 113
g/s mentioned in Sec. IV, whereupon the ablation flow be-
comes fully developed, the ablation rate steadily decreases in
accordance with the monotonically decreasing pellet size.
We can compare this ablation rate curve with the correspond-
ing analytical result~thin solid line! obtained by a simple
integration of the TF ablation rate formula,

G~ t !5G0S 12
5G0

9M0
t D 4/5

, ~22!

where M0 is the pellet mass,G0 is the ablation rate att
50, and the pellet lifetime istp5(9/5)M0 /G0 . The two
curves match remarkably well, adding again to the validity
of the code.

Notice that the pellet lifetime for the 1D isotropic heat-
ing simulation is 103ms. The corresponding pellet lifetime
predicted by the modified TF model14 is 309 ms (G0

539 g/s). As noted in the Introduction, the modified TF
model is consistent with IPADBASE.15 However, the 2D
model predicts a pellet lifetime of 70ms; a factor of 4
smaller than the modified TF model. Now according to Eq.
~21!, the 2D simulation of the ‘‘hard pellet’’ that is not al-
lowed to make a deformation, would predict a pellet lifetime
of ;103/~0.54!5191 ms. Hence, there is a large
difference—a factor of 2.7—in the lifetimes between hard
and ‘‘soft’’ pellets! An obvious consideration is that we did
not take into account electrostatic shielding. As noted in the
Introduction, electrostatic shielding cuts the ablation rate by
a factor of 0.51–0.55. If we choose 0.53, the readjusted pel-
let lifetimes for the three simulation cases become

tp
iso5191 ms,

tp
aniso/hard5360 ms,

tp
aniso/so f t5132 ms,

tp
TF5309 ms.

Clearly the modified TF lifetime is intermediate between the
soft and hard pellets’ lifetimes. This might suggest that the
pellet undergoes deformation only in the beginning of abla-
tion, when the surface pressure variationDp is at a maxi-
mum ~see Fig. 11!, andDp.s. Later onDp diminishes due
to the deformation, until at some pointDp,s. Thereafter,
the pellet would ablate as a rigid body, and consequently the
lifetime would be extended. We might also add that experi-
mental determination ofG(t) and pellet lifetime~or penetra-
tion distance! is done in plasmas with realistic plasma pro-
files such thatTe` and ne` are varying with time in the
reference frame of the pellet. The experimental curves for
G(t) always fall off much more sharply at the end of the
pellet’s life than ablation curves calculated by all spherical-
pellet ablation models. The abrupt decline in the 2D ablation
curve in Fig. 16 as compared with the 1D spherically sym-
metric curve strongly suggests an explanation that lies in the
changing pellet shape during ablation.

Finally, we notice that the 2D ablation rate curve in Fig.
16 forms a pedestal at about 2ms. The ablation rate at the
pedestal is found to be about one half the value of that for 1D
isotropic heating since the pellet still keeps a spherical shape
in the beginning as the ablation flow becomes fully devel-
oped~see Fig. 7!. However, when a pellet starts to deform,
the ablation rate is enhanced due to increase of effective area
absorbing the heat flux, which results in the shorter lifetime.

In order to investigate the pellet lifetimes more system-
atically, several runs are carried out for plasma/pellet param-
eters shown in Table I. The results presented in Fig. 17 are
not readjusted for electrostatic shielding. The abscissa of the
plot corresponds to the lifetimes predicted by the 1D simu-
lation without atomic processes for the various case num-
bers. The ordinate indicates the corresponding lifetimes of
the other models: 1D simulation with atomic processes
~circles!, 2D soft pellets without atomic processes~crosses!.
MacAulay’s simulation ~squares!, and the modified TF
model ~triangles!. It is clear that the lifetime for the 2D soft
pellet is always lower than the MacAulay and TF models,
however, the initial ablation rate for the hard pellet always
lies in between the MacAulay and TF models~see Fig. 6!.

Our present simulations do not include viscosity and

FIG. 16. Time dependence of the pellet ablation rate for a constant heat flux
over the lifetime of the pellet. The solid curve pertains to 2D cylindrical
axisymmetric geometry and the dashed curve is for the 1D spherically sym-
metric geometry. The thin solid line is the ablation rate from the transonic-
flow model with the well-known scaling lawG}r p

4/3 .

FIG. 17. Comparison of the pellet lifetimes. Numbers correspond to cases in
Table I, respectively. 1D simulation with atomic processes~circles!, 2D soft
pellets without atomic processes~crosses!, MacAulay’s simulation
~squares!, and the modified TF model~triangles!.
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elastic-plastic effect in the pellet. Therefore, calculation by
an advanced code including those effects should be required
in order to obtain more detailed information about the defor-
mation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A high-resolution hydrodynamic code CAP has been de-
veloped to investigate the pellet ablation problem. The code
uses the CIP numerical scheme, which can accurately capture
the solid to gas phase change without having to impose spe-
cial boundary conditions at the pellet surface. For nominal
surface ablation pressures, the use of the ideal gas EOS was
found to be a valid approximation near the pellet surface
where the solid is transformed to a dense supercritical fluid.
It is shown that a stationary shock wave is formed in the
ablation flow where thermal ionization is nearly completed.
The shock wave resolves the flow singularity encountered in
previous steady-state ablation models, and thus allows the
flow to reach a quasi-steady-state early on. No shock front is
associated with molecular dissociation process because dis-
sociation is completed in the subsonic flow region, except
near the end of the pellet’s life when a small shock appears.
The ablation rate is reduced only by a few percent by the
energy sinks made available by the latent heats of ionization
and dissociation. However, these atomic processes can re-
duce the Spitzer electrical conductivity of the cloud by a
factor of ;5 which would have significant impact on the
magnetohydrodynamic forces acting on the flow, a problem
left for future study.

We have shown that the ablation processes quickly reach
quasi-steady-state for isotropic 1D heating and for aniso-
tropic 2D heating, if the pellet does not deform. An initially
spherical pellet can deform into a pancake shape, elongated
in the direction perpendicular to theB field, due to the un-
even surface ablation pressure, when the pressure variations
exceed the yield strength of solid deuterium by a few times.
In light of the surface pressure scalingp0sur;ne`

2/3Te`
1.54, this

study concludes that the threshold condition for such defor-
mations are obtained for millimeter sized pellets only if
(ne`/1014)2/3(Te`/103)1.54.3; for example, when Te`

*2 keV andne`*1014cm23. Thus, it is likely that ablation
pressure driven deformation is not significantly affecting the
pellet lifetime and penetration distance in present-day de-
vices. We also found that for constant plasma conditions, a
quasi-steady-state for such soft pellets does not exist. In-
stead, the ablation rate has to be determined at each moment
in order to predict the pellet lifetime. Furthermore, the defor-
mation is self-healing: the pressure variationDp weakens in
time. At some point, it is likely thatDp will drop below the
yield strength, stopping further deformation. In the case of
pellet injection into a fusion device with a high edge ‘‘ped-
estal’’ temperature.4 keV, such deformations can become
worrisome. We find under constant plasma conditions that
the lifetime of a soft pellet is shortened by a factor of 2.7
from that of a hard pellet, and its lifetime is shortened by a
factor of 2.3 compared with that predicted by the modified
TF model,14 which is in agreement with experiments.
Though not explored in this study, the penetration of pellets

into plasmas with realistic profiles could be done with the
CAP code. One must, however, take into consideration that
the pellet has both soft and hard features that depend on the
relation between the surface pressure asymmetry at any
given moment along the trajectory and the yield strength of
the solid. Future penetration predictions for next-step fusion
experiments will include the influence of plasma profile ef-
fects on pressure driven pellet deformations. We also intend
to use the CAP code to study the formation and structure of
the extended field-aligned plasma shield caused by the noz-
zling effect of the magnetic field in order to better quantify
its ability to shield the pellet and reduce the ablation rate.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF SEMIANALYTIC KINETIC
HEAT FLUX EXPRESSION

In this appendix, we give an explicit derivation of the
semianalytical kinetic formula for the transport of electron
energy flux through the ablation cloud, namely, the normal-
ized energy flux used in Eqs.~7! and~13! in Ref. 22. Attenu-
ation of the heat flux by friction with the cloud electrons is
mainly due to electron slowing down on free and bound
electrons. In either case, the slowing down force for an en-
ergetic electron with energyE has the Bethe-like form,
dE/ds5(2pnte

4/E)ln L(E), where ds is the differential
path length andnt is the number density of nuclei, and the
Coulomb logarithm is defined in Eq.~15! for a partially ion-
ized hydrogenic gas. The derivation begins by neglecting
pitch-angle scattering; each electron is assumed to retain its
original cosine pitch anglem while it slows down. Since the
one way electron distribution function is a half-space Max-
wellian, and thus isotropic over the intervalmP~0,1! to begin
with, the diffusion of pitch angles within and out of this
interval will not affect the energy flux to any great extent
because the energy flux moment involves a convolution ofm
over this interval. A further approximation, especially for
energetic electrons withE.300– 500 eV, is to neglect the
weak energy dependence in the Coulomb logarithm. The so-
lution of the kinetic equation for the distribution function of
electrons traveling in the right1z ~left 2z) directions that
have penetrated a line-integrated densityt1 (t2) is given
by10,29,30

f 6~E,m,t6!5 f max~E8!S E

E8D
1/2

, ~A1!

where

E85ES 11
u6Te`

2

2mE2 D 1/2

, u65
t6

t`
, ~A2!
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t1~r ,z!5E
2`

z

nt~z8,r !dz8,

t2~r ,z!5E
z

`

nt~z8,r !dz8,

~A3!

t`5
Te`

2

8pe4 ln L
5

1.9231012Te`
2 ~eV!

ln L
~cm22!,

and f max(E)5(nè /2)(pTe`)23/2E1/2exp(2E/Tè ) is the
Maxwellian distribution. Using the normalized energy vari-
ablex5E/Te` , the normalized energy fluxes can be written
as

q6

q`
[q̄65E

0

1

mdmE
0

`

x2 exp@2x@11u6 /~2mx2!#1/2#dx,

~A4!

whereq`5(2/pme)
1/2ne`Te`

3/2 is the incident heat flux. Mak-
ing a variable changey5(x21j2)1/2 gives

q̄65E
0

1

mdmE
j

`

~y22j2!1/2y exp~2y!dy, ~A5!

wherej5(u6/2m)1/2. To carry out the integral overy, we
consider the auxiliary integralI (a,j), which is a standard
integral,31

I ~a,j![E
j

`

~y22j2!1/2exp~2ay!dy5
j

a
K1~aj!, ~A6!

with Kn being a modified Bessel function of ordern. Then by
differentiating both forms ofI (a,j) with respect toa, and
settinga51, it follows that

q̄~u!5E
0

1

~u/2m!K2@~u/2m!1/2#mdm, ~A7!

whereq̄5q̄6 andu5u6 .
The angle integration in Eq.~A7! cannot be done ana-

lytically, nevertheless, we can supply a justification for a
simple approximate form having great accuracy. Consider
first the heat deposition rate per unit volume in the case of no
pitch-angle scattering~NS!. This is simply

2“•q̄NS52
ntq`

t`
S dq̄1

du
1

dq̄2

du D . ~A8!

Making use of the relation

d

dx
@xK2~x1/2!#52

1

2
x1/2K1~x1/2!, ~A9!

we obtain

g~u![
dq̄

du
52

1

4 E0

1

~u/2m!1/2K1@~u/2m!1/2#dm. ~A10!

When the ablation cloud is fully ionized and has no bulk
motion, the heating rate given by Eq.~1c! and the definition
of e in Eq. ~2b! is given by

]T

]t
5

2“•qNS

3nt
. ~A11!

In the thin cloud limit (u!1), we see thatg(u)→21/4.
This is the limit that corresponds to the situation where a
cold Maxwellian plasma is being heated up by an intermin-
gling hot Maxwellian plasma with temperatureTe`@T, and
uniform densityne` . Then, Eq.~A11! reduces to a similar
result obtained by Spitzer32

]T

]t
5

Te`

2teq
~ in limit u!1!, ~A12!

where teq is Spitzer’s temperature equilibration time for
Te`@T,

teq5
3me

2

8~2p!1/2ne`e4 ln L
S Te`

me
D 3/2

. ~A13!

Obviously, the reason that the factor of 1/2 appears in Eq.
~A12! and not in Ref. 32 is because the energy deposited on
the cold electrons is shared with an equal number of cold
ions having the same temperatureT. It should be mentioned
that the reduction to the Spitzer-like heating rate in the small
u limit was obtained for a fully ionized plasma. However,
our expression for“•q̄ is still valid for the partially ionized
case, provided the ‘‘composite’’ Coulomb logarithm given by
Eq. ~15! is used.

The last step is to replace theassumedisotropic distri-
bution in pitch angle with an equivalentd-function distribu-
tion, i.e., we replace 1dm in Eq. ~A10! by d(m
2m̄)dm/(2m̄). Hence, the approximate deposition formula
becomes

g~u![2
dq̄

du
[

1

8m̄
~u/2m̄ !1/2K1@~u/2m̄ !1/2#. ~A14!

Requiring this to match the exactg(u) in the smallu limit
yields m̄51/2. Thus for allu an appropriate expression forg
becomes

g~u!52
dq̄

du
[

1

4
u1/2K1~u1/2!. ~A15!

Integrating Eq.~A15! gives the corresponding normalized
energy flux

q̄5 1
2uK2~u1/2! ~A16!

given by Eq.~11!.
The Bessel function form can also be found from Eq.

~12! of Ref. 29 after settingp51 and Za50 ~zero pitch-
angle scattering!. Note also that Ref. 29 used ad-function
distribution form to evaluate the heat flux, but no justifica-
tion for choosingm̄51/2 was provided, as done in this ap-
pendix. The Bessel function heat flux formula is in remark-
able agreement with the heat flux moment of the electron
distribution function obtained by a numerical solution of the
Fokker–Planck calculation which included pitch-angle
scattering.11 The reason for the agreement is that the cumu-
lative effect of pitch-angle scattering on the energy flux mo-
ment is very weak for low-Z hydrogen, as supported by the
rather small value of reflectivity coefficient 0,dR,dR max

58%.11 Here, the reflectivitydR is defined as the ratio of the
backscattered energy flux to the forward energy flux at the
surface of the cloud, and it can be taken into account in our
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formulas by simply replacing the incident heat fluxq` with
the net flux q`(12dR). The maximum reflectivitydR max

occurs for infinitely thick targets, e.g., on field lines inter-
secting the pellet. Such a small correction has a negligibly
small ~;3%! effect on the ablation rate.
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